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For the past few months, employees at Gowrie Group, a leading New England insurance agency, have 
been taking advantage of the new “G-Streakers” challenge provided by the company’s employee benefit 
program, G-Fit.  
 
G-Fit by Gowrie Group is an original initiative that includes exercise classes with a range of focus and 
difficulty. Through these programs, employees spend an hour or two a week exercising and learning 
about fitness and nutrition. This is all under the guidance of two trainers Gowrie Group has partnered 
with, Jessica DaSilva and Margot Sherwin. 
 
G-Streakers are a group of Gowrie employees who committed to an activity streak that ran from 
Thanksgiving to New Year Day, November 24th to January 1st, then a “Winter Warrior” during the month of 
January. Twenty-eight employees in total committed to doing at least one mile of running, walking or 
biking per day, every day. Each individual voluntarily signed up, and posted their miles for what they did 
in order to keep each other motivated. The final count for all participating employees totaled 1,296 miles. 
 
“Throughout the holidays and after is the perfect time to get started on a fitness program. Doing this as a 
group and encouraging each other to do a minimum of one mile a day has proved to be extremely 
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beneficial. Not just for those starting out with exercise, but for those who are seasoned athletes as well,” 
shared Jessica DaSilva, one of Gowrie Group’s G-Fit Personal Trainers. 
 
Nancy Sprigg, Yacht Department Manager at Gowrie Group, explained, “This was the perfect motivator 
for me, because I’m not the kind of person who always goes to the gym. My department now walks twice 
a day.  I’m looking forward to trying out the new Gowrie Group gym when it opens next month!” 
 
Today, as a surprise, the G-Streaker participants celebrated their streak with balloons, G-Fit cupcakes 
and specially made shirts. They plan to continue logging their daily miles and motivating each other 
regularly.  
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Gowrie Group. Always on Watch. As one of the nation's Top-50 independent insurance agencies, 
Gowrie Group provides total risk management services to individuals and organizations with complex 
insurance needs. Gowrie Group offers comprehensive insurance solutions matched with trusted advice 
and a commitment to service excellence. Gowrie Group's portfolio of offerings includes commercial, 
home/auto, equine, and yacht insurance, as well as employee benefits solutions and safety services. The 
company's 175+ professionals service clients across the U.S. from offices in Westbrook CT, Darien CT, 
Newport RI, Boston, MA, Marshfield, MA and Annapolis, MD. www.gowrie.com or 800.262.8911.   
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